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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant

lns ection Re ort No. 50-244 96-11

This integrated inspection included aspects of licensee operations, engineering,
maintenance, and plant support. The report covers a six week period of resident
inspection, and the results of in-house reviews conducted by a Region I emergency
preparedness specialist.

~Oerations:

Although generator step up transformer gas concentration was well below combustible
levels, the licensee operations and engineering departments responded appropriately with a

power reduction while further analysis was performed. Operations personnel responded
quickly to the initial problem in the 1¹CV control box, and later again when a power
reduction was required for corrective maintenance.

The operators maintained good control of the plant during the power reduction to Mode 3
and during the cooldown from Mode 4 to Mode 5. However, a communications problem
between plant and control room operators resulted in improper local operation of the safety
injection (Sl) system pump discharge valve breakers during the transition from Mode 3 to
Mode 4.

Weak communications between operations personnel, combined with informal command
and control prior to the mode transition, were the primary causes of the inadvertent closure
of Sl pump discharge valve breakers. The breakers were shut for a relatively short period
of time, and resulted in minor safety consequences. The corrective actions initiated by the
licensee appeared to address root cause and human factor issues. This issue was
considered a non-cited violation in accordance with the NRC enforcement policy.

Operators responded well and effectively maintained stable plant conditions after a steam
dump controller malfunctioned during the plant startup. Operators promptly diagnosed the
impact of the malfunction and abnormal conditions on plant operations, and took
appropriate actions to ensure safe plant operation.

Although the operators initially entered the correct 4 hour LCO in response to operability
problems in the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system, it appeared that they entered it for the
wrong reason, based upon a misunderstanding of what constituted a turbine driven
auxiliary feedwater (TDAFW) "train" vice a TDAFW "flowpath" according to the improved
technical specifications (ITS) bases definitions. This suggested that operations personnel
continue to experience some difficulty interpreting ITS requirements.

Maintenance:

Overall, the inspectors concluded that the maintenance and surveillance activities were
performed effectively and were well coordinated with other site organizations.



Executive Summary (cont'd)

Maintenance technicians demonstrated good technical abilities and performed their work in
accordance with procedure requirements.

The maintenance activities to replace the generator step up (GSU) transformer were well
performed and coordinated. In particular, the safety evaluations conducted had appropriate
precautions in place to address power availability during crane movement. The plant
modifications accommodated the necessary changes required to support the operation of
the new transformer. Also, the system tagouts implemented to ensure equipment isolation
were complete and adequate to ensure safe work.

Requiring two emergency diesel generators (EDGs) operable in Mode 5 during GSU
replacement represented good risk management, due to the increased risk incurred from
crane operations in the proximity of both offsite power transformers. However, the failures
of two separate EDG output breakers prior to one successful periodic test (PT), without the
root cause being understood, did not demonstrate good reliability in a highly risk significant
component.

The corrective maintenance activity performed in response to the PT failure of AOV-4562
was adequate in identifying the root cause for the excessive stroke time. Although no
maintenance action was required when the administrative limit was exceeded, the test
failure and subsequent inoperability could have been prevented after the stroke time first
exceeded the administrative limit on the previous PT.

Modifications and maintenance performed on residual heat removal motor operated valves
(MOV)-857A, B, and C were good in that they addressed MOV pressure locking concerns.
However, the licensee's current experience with rebuilding, adjusting, and testing MOV
components appeared limited, This was evident in the damage and reassembly problems
experienced with MOV-857A. This was also evident in the problems noted on the
maintenance of valve MOV-3505A. Infrequent limit switch adjustments, and technical
unfamiliarity with the process caused excessive force on MOV 857A's limit switch and
damage to its mechanical linkage.

Maintenance activity adequately resolved the steam leakage problem through MOV-3505A,
as evidenced by a successful post maintenance test. However, the licensee's current
experience with troubleshooting and adjusting MOV components appeared limited, as
evidenced by the number of attempts that were required to fully identify and resolve the
problem.

The maintenance activities associated with pin and socket replacement for the individual.
rod position indication system was a prudent maintenance activity in that it improved
system reliability. The maintenance was successfully completed as evidenced by the
results of the rod control surveillance test, combined with the absence of rod control
system problems during the subsequent plant startup.

The maintenance performed on MOV-865 adequately resolved its packing leakage. The
safety review performed for the maintenance appropriately identified a possible Updated



Executive Summary (cont'd)

Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) concern that the licensee intended to further evaluate
for resolution. No immediate safety consequences were apparent since identified reactor.
coolant system (RCS) leakage has been well within the ITS allowable limit.

Maintenance efforts to inspect, repair, and calibrate the steam dump system components
adequately addressed system needs. However, the inability to operate the steam dump
system in the steam pressure mode indicated that the repairs made during the outage did
not completely resolve all of the steam dump control system problems. An additional

.burden was placed on operators during the plant startup when a third operator had to man
the control panel to deal with the steam dump controller operator workaround. The
operator workaround could exist for a prolonged period of time.

The installation of the D-service water (SW) pump replacement motor was a well
coordinated effort between the results and test shop, the electrical shop, electrical
engineering, and the electrical contractor. The pre-job briefing was thorough in providing a
detailed scope of work and in defining technical boundaries for different testing procedures
and methods. The test results indicated a successful motor installation and return to
service.

~En ineerin:

System engineering involvement positively contributed to defining the scope of the outage
work and to the timely and successful completion of the modifications and repairs within
the confines of the outage schedule.

Engineering's discovery that power operated relief valve (PORV) and block valve power
supply alignment could result in no operable PORVs during a steam generator tube rupture
was an excellent, safety significant finding. However, the initial safety analysis lacked
confirmation of valid design basis accident assumptions. The subsequent analysis provided
a thorough basis for a modification to the PORV and block valve power supplies.
Additionally, Westinghouse determined that this issue could be a potential generic problem
at similar pressurized water reactor (PWR) facilities.

The licensee took appropriate initial corrective actions to address the labeling deficiencies
associated with the component cooling water (CCW) system. However, the installed
gages to measure system flow rates in the spent fuel pool (SFP) and CCW systems did not
provide actual indication of system flow. This condition had existed a significant amount
of time.

A spent resin transfer from the Auxiliary Building holding tanks to a shielded shipping
container was well performed. The radiation protection (RP) technicians adhered to
established RP practices, procedures, and the ALARApolicy. The surveys performed by
the RP technician were thorough and appropriately performed during the course of the
transfer operations.



Executive Summary (cont'd)

Inadequate contamination boundary conditions existed at the work area for the refueling
water storage tank (RWST) seismic upgrade modification. Maintenance workers did not
address proper attention in maintaining radiological controls to minimize the potential for
the spread of contamination. Additionally, these conditions were allowed to persist even
after operations personnel identified and reported them. However, the licensee initiated
prompt action to correct the deficiencies once the inspectors brought them to their
attention.

The annual emergency preparedness (EP) plume exposure exercise scenario was realistic
since it included some events that have actually occurred at the Ginna Station. The
exercise challenged all parts of the emergency response organization, and afforded site
survey teams an opportunity to exercise improved techniques for surveying, plotting, and

forecasting a plume track. Good interaction was exhibited with local government agencies.
Although some discrepancies between the simulator and the main control room panels
were noted, they did not play a direct role in this exercise. The licensee appropriately
initiated actions to evaluate these differences and to determine the proper degree of
simulator modeling for EP exercises and other operator training.

Based on the licensee's determination that it was determined that emergency preparedness
implementing procedure (EPIP) changes did not decrease the overall effectiveness of the
emergency plan and after NRC in-office review of the changes, in accordance with
10 CFR 50.54(q), it was determined that no NRC approval of the changes was required.
Implementation of these changes will be subject to inspection in the future to confirm that
the changes have not decreased the overall effectiveness of the emergency plan.

Although the licensee's emergency plan did not contain a specific commitment to having
on-shift dose assessment capability, the licensee does meet NRC requirements to be able

to perform dose assessment at all times.
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Re ort Details

I. ~Oeratlons

01 Conduct of Operations

01.1 General Comments Ins ection Procedure IP 71707
'he

inspectors observed plant operation to verify that the facility was operated
safely and in accordance with licensee procedures and regulatory requirements.
This review included tours of the accessible areas of the facility, verification of
engineered safeguards features (ESF) system operability, verification of proper
control room and shift staffing, verification that the plant was operated in
conformance with the improved technical specifications (ITS) and appropriate action
statements for out-of-service equipment were implemented, and verification that
logs and records accurately identified equipment status or deficiencies.

01.2 Summa of Plant Status

At the beginning of the inspection period on October 6, 1996, the plant was
operating normally at 100% power. Normal operations continued until October 17
when the licensee noticed indications of a high rate of increase in combustible gas
concentrations in the oil of the station's main output transformer ("GSU"
transformer). That evening, plant power was reduced to 80% and oil samples were
taken for detailed laboratory analysis. Plant power was further reduced to 70% on
October 21 due to power oscillations resulting from position swings in a main
turbine control valve. This condition was corrected and the plant was returned to
80% power the same day.

By October 23, 1996, laboratory analyses confirmed high concentrations of
combustible gases in the main transformer, and the licensee commenced a plant
shutdown to inspect the transformer internals. The plant was offline and in Mode 3
on October 24, and remained in IVlode 3 while the transformer's internal
components were inspected. However, the specific cause of the high gas
concentrations could not be determined by visual inspection. On October 29, 1996,
a plant cooldown below Mode 3 was initiated after the licensee determined that the
main transformer should be replaced. The plant entered Mode 5 on October 30,
1996.

With the plant in cold shutdown, the GSU transformer was removed and replaced
with an existing spare in approximately 10 days. A reactor startup commenced on
November 12, 1996, and the plant was online that evening after the main output
transformer was successfully tested. The plant later achieved 100% power on

'Topical headings such as 01.,M8, etc., are used in accordance with the NRC
standardized reactor inspection report outline. Individual reports are not expected to
address all outline topics. The NRC inspection manual procedure or temporary instruction
that was used as inspection guidance is listed for each applicable report section.
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November 13, and continued at full power for the remainder of the inspection
period, which ended on November 16, 1996.

02 Operational Status of Facilities and Equipment

02.1 Power Reduction Due to Combustible Gas Concentration Above Normal in The
Generator Ste U GSU Transformer

aO Ins ection Sco e (71707)

The inspectors reviewed the performance of a power reduction in response to
increased combustible gas concentrations in the GSU transformer.

b. Observations and Findin s

While conducting a routine plant tour on October 13, 1996, an auxiliary operator
(AO) observed above normal gas concentrations in the GSU transformer cooling oil,
The normal gas concentrations were 20-40 ppm and the AO informed the control
room operators after he noted the concentration reached approximately 100 ppm.
Operations informed the plant maintenance department, who considered the
increase to be relatively minor, but that it should be monitored for further increases.

The plant remained at 100% power and the licensee monitored the concentrations
for several days. On October 17, the concentrations rose above 400 ppm (still far
below combustible levels) and had increased by more than 30 ppm in a 24 hour
period. The engineering department recommended that the operations department
commence a power reduction and that transformer oil samples be drawn for detailed
laboratory analysis. That afternoon, plant power was reduced to 80% and the
increase in combustible gases stabilized. However, the stabilized gas levels could
not be directly related to plant power. During the load reduction, operators
maintained good control of the plant.

On October 19, 1996, small swings in the main turbine ¹1 control valve (¹1CV)
caused plant power to oscillate by approximately 6 megawatts. The resulting
variations between Tavg and Tref caused automatic rod motion to correct the
deviation. Operators noted that a servo-control box cover associated with the
¹1CV position controller was loose and vibrating, disturbing the position signal to
the valve actuator. The box cover was temporarily secured with tape until
maintenance personnel could be contacted. However, on October 21, before
maintenance investigated the problem, the control box cover had loosened again
and its vibration induced larger CV position swings resulting in plant power
oscillations of approximately 25 megawatts. Consequently, the shift supervisor
ordered a power reduction to 70%, where the ¹1CV was shut for corrective
maintenance. Instrumentation and control (l&C) technicians determined that several
missing control box cover screws allowed the box cover to vibrate and disturb the
CV position signals. After the screws were replaced, the box cover vibration
ceased, and the plant was returned to 80% power later that day. Operators
maintained good control of the plant during the power changes.



The plant remained stable at 80% power while the GSU gas concentrations were
monitored and while the oil samples were analyzed.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the AO who observed the high gas concentrations in
the GSU transformer acted promptly and with a high regard for plant safety by
bringing the situation to the attention of operations department supervision, even .

though this parameter was not required to be logged. Although the gas
concentrations were well below combustible levels, the licensee operations and
engineering responded appropriately with the power reduction while further analysis
was performed. Operations personnel responded quickly to the initial problem in the
1¹CV control box, and later again when a power reduction was required for
corrective maintenance.

Plant Shutdown to Re lace The GSU Transformer

Ins ection Sco e (71707)

The inspectors reviewed the performance of a plant shutdown to investigate the
cause of high gas concentrations in the GSU transformer and the subsequent
cooldown for the transformer replacement.

Observations and Findin s

By the morning of October 23, 1996, laboratory analyses of the GSU transformer oil
confirmed the presence of combustible gases and indicated that overheating of the
oil in a localized area of the transformer was the probable cause. Although the
concentrations had remained low and stable for several days, RGSE decided to shut
down the plant to perform an inspection of the transformer's internal components to
determine the specific source of the condition. Consequently, a plant shutdown
was initiated at 9:00 a.m. on October 23, and the plant was offline at 4:58 a.m. on
October 24. The plant responded normally during the shutdown. Operators
maintained the plant in Mode 3 so that if the transformer could be inspected and
repaired, the plant could be returned to power without a complete plant cooldown.

After the operators established Mode 3 conditions, tagouts were hung and
removable links to the transformer were opened to permit an internal inspection of
the GSU transformer. During October 24- 25, the transformer internals were
inspected for evidence of a localized hot spot, but no obvious symptoms existed
that were evident by visual inspection. Consequently, RG&E management decided
that the plant should be brought to cold shutdown to replace the GSU transformer
with an available spare.

At 10:30 a.m. on October 29, the operators commenced a cooldown from Mode 3.
However, prior to leaving Mode 3 (reactor coolant temperature still above 350 F),
an AO improperly closed two safety injection (Sl) discharge valve (MOV-878B and
MOV-878D) breakers. This resulted from weak communications and was contrary



to the licensee's shutdown procedure and the definition of Sl system operability
(see section 03.1 below). The situation was corrected in a short time period and
the cooldown proceeded normally without further operational incidents or equipment
problems. The plant entered Mode 5 on October 30, and remained there until the
GSU transformer was replaced.

After the switchyard equipment was restored from the outage (see section M2.1),
testing of the GSU transformer was completed and the plant was prepared for
startup.

Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the operators maintained good control of the plant
during the power reduction to Mode 3 and during the cooldown from IVlode 4 to
Mode 5. However, a communications problem between plant and control room
operators resulted in improper local operation of plant equipment during the
transition from Mode 3 to Mode 4.

Plant Startu and Return to Full Power 0 erations

Ins ection Sco e (71707)

The inspector observed plant operator activities and the plant response to the power
increase during the startup. The inspector also made evaluations of

operators'esponse

to equipment malfunctions and their operational impact on the plant.

Observations and Findin s

The Plant Operations Review Committee (PORC) implemented procedure A-80,
"Startup Readiness Control," to evaluate mode restrictions and outstanding
work/operability concerns. The inspector attended several committee meetings and
observed that the licensee made comprehensive reviews of all outstanding work
items and their associated mode restrictions prior to approving a higher mode of
operation.

During an attempted start of the A-motor driven auxiliary feedwater (MDAFW) pump
on November 10, 1996, its oil pump failed to start. Bad breaker contacts were
repaired and the A-MDAFWpump was returned to service. The A-steam flowpath,
for the TDAFW was also inoperable due to maintenance on MOV-3505A, the steam
admission valve to the TDAFW pump. The applicable ITS LCOs for the auxiliary
feedwater (AFW) system were correctly entered. However, operations personnel
exhibited some confusion in interpreting the ITS definition of an AFW flowpath vice
an AFW train. (See Sec 04.1)

During the plant heatup on November 11, 1996, a temporary cooldown to =500
degrees fahrenheit ( F) was necessary when the B-safety injection (Sl) accumulator
was declared inoperable due to a packing leak on its discharge valve (MOV-865).
When several attempts to stop the leakage by adjusting the valve packing were



unsuccessful, the valve was backseated and the leakage stopped. The licensee
noted a potentially conflicting statement in the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report
(UFSAR), which indicated that all normally open Emergency Core Cooling System
(ECCS) valves should be backseated. However, this had not been routinely done
for any ECCS valves at the plant, (see section M2.6)

During the plant startup on November 12, control room operators experienced
difficulty in controlling the steam dumps in the steam pressure mode. The licensee
determined that a faulty steam pressure controller was causing the selected
pressure setpoint to drift. The steam dumps were subsequently controlled in
manual throughout the remainder of the startup. During the transition from Mode 2
to Mode 1, two short dips below the Departure From Nucleate Boiling (DNB) limit
occurred. Additionally, a third dip below the DNB limit occurred at approximately
17 lo power while the turbine was being paralleled to the grid. The operators
promptly restored temperature in each case. These dips required short entries into
ITS LCO 3A.1, but resulted in no significant effect on the plant. The licensee had
performed a significant amount of maintenance on the steam dump system during
the previous outage (see section M2.8). However, the steam pressure controller
failure revealed that problems still existed with the steam dump system after the
outage.

The generator was synchronized to the grid at 6:40 p.m. on November 12, 1996.
Power was held at 30% for plant chemistry stabilization, and additional GSU testing
was conducted. Once the testing was satisfactorily completed, the power increase
resumed and the plant achieved full power at approximately 1:30 p.m. on November
13, 1996.

co Conclusions

Operators responded well and effectively maintained stable plant conditions after a

steam dump controller malfunction was experienced during the plant startup.
Operators promptly diagnosed the impact of the malfunction and abnormal
conditions on plant operations, and took appropriate actions to ensure safe plant
operation.

03 Operations Procedures and Documentation

03.1 Inadvertent Closure of Breakers for Safet In'ection Sl S stem Valves MOV-878B
and MOV-878D While in Mode 3

a 0 Ins ection Sco e (71707)

The inspectors reviewed the operational activities and consequences associated
with the inadvertent closure of the breakers for Sl pump discharge valves
MOV-878B and MOV-878D.



b. Observations and Findin s

On October 29, 1996, with the plant in Mode 3 and while performing a plant
cooldown in accordance with procedure 0-2.2, "Plant Shutdown from Hot
Shutdown to Cold Conditions," the control room foreman (CRF) conducted a shift
briefing concerning the upcoming transition to Mode 4. After the plant entered
Mode 4, the procedure directed the removal of the Sl system from service and
required closing the breakers for Sl discharge valves MOV-878B and MOV-878D.
When the plant is in Mode 1, 2, or 3, the valve breakers are required to be open in
order to meet the definition for Sl system operability contained in the bases of the
ITS. Step 5.3.8 of 0-2.2 specified that the breakers be shut when reactor coolant
system (RCS) temperature was less than 350 F but greater than 330 F.

After the shift briefing, the primary auxiliary operator (AO) proceeded to the
breakers, shut them, and then reported to the control room that the breakers were
shut. However, the plant was still in Mode 3 at the time with primary plant
temperature at approximately 353'F. No communications occurred between the
AO and control room operators from the time the shift briefing concluded to the
time the breakers were physically shut. When the AO informed the control room
the breakers were shut, the CRF directed the AO to immediately open them. The
breakers were closed for approximately one minute, but both Sl injection paths
remained available, and the valves were not operated during this time.

The licensee initiated an ACTION Report (AR 96-0979) to investigate this incident
and later submitted a Licensee Event Report (LER 96-013) to the NRC in accordance
with 10 CFR 50.73. The licensee also intended to conduct a Human Performance
Enhancement System (HPES) analysis to perform an indepth evaluation of the issue.

C. Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that weak communications between operations personnel,
combined with informal command and control prior to the mode transition, were the
primary causes of this event. The breakers were shut for a relatively short period of
time, and resulted in minor safety consequences. The corrective actions initiated by
the licensee appeared to address root cause and human factor issues. This licensee
identified issue was considered a non-cited violation in accordance with the NRC
enforcement policy.

04 Operator Knowledge and Performance

04.1 Inter retation of Im roved Technical S ecifications ITS and Limitin Conditions for
0 eration LCO A licabilit For the Auxiliar Feedwater S stem

a 0 Ins ection Sco e (71707)

The inspectors reviewed the control room operator's interpretation and
implementation of the ITS related to the operability of the auxiliary feedwater (AFW)
system.



Observations and Findin s

On November 10, 1996, with the plant in Mode 3, the licensee entered LCO
3.7.5.A.1 (7 days) to commence dynamic stroke time testing of the A-steam
flowpath isolation valve MOV-3505A for the turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater
(TDAFW) pump. On the same day, the A-motor-driven auxiliary feedwater
(A-MDAFW) pump was placed in, standby to accommodate testing of the C-standby
AFW pump. After completion of that testing on November 11, the A-MDAFW
pump was restarted but its oil pump failed to start, rendering the A-MDAFWpump
inoperable. The A-steam flowpath to the TDAFW pump was still inoperable due to
ongoing testing. In response, operations personnel then properly entered a 4 hour
LCO in accordance with ITS 3.7.5.D.1. Their decision was based on an incorrect
interpretation that one TDAFW "train" and one MDAFW "train" were inoperable.
However, as defined in the bases for ITS section 3.7.5, the four hour LCO entry
was correct because one TDAFW "flowpath" and one MDAFW "train" to the same
steam generator (A-SG) were both inoperable.

Troubleshooting on the A-MDAFWoil pump revealed failed breaker contacts, which
were subsequently replaced. The oil pump then started as expected and the
A-MDAFWpump was declared operable. After exiting the 4 hour LCO, control
room operators indicated some uncertainty over whether at that time the 7 day LCO
(3.7.5.A.1, "one TDAFW flowpath inoperable" ) or a 72 hour LCO (3.7.5.C.1, "one
TDAFW train inoperable" ) applied. However, operators correctly reentered the 7
day LCO after discussions with Nuclear Safety and Licensing (NSRL) personnel
were required to clarify the definitions of "flowpath" and "train", and to determine
that the applicable LCO was correctly entered.

Conclusions

Although the operators initially entered the correct 4 hour LCO (3.7.5.D.1), it
appeared that they entered it for the wrong reason, based upon a misunderstanding
of what constituted a TDAFW "train" vice a TDAFW "flowpath" according to the
ITS bases definitions. Operations personnel were uncertain whether the 7 day or
the 72 hour LCO applied once the A-MDAFWpump was restored to operable
status. This suggested that operations personnel continue to experience some
difficulty interpreting ITS requirements.

II. Maintenance

Conduct of Maintenance

Maintenance Observations

Ins ection Sco e (62707)

The inspectors observed portions of plant maintenance activities to verify that the
correct parts and tools were utilized, the applicable industry codes and technical
specification requirements were satisfied, adequate measures were in place to





ensure personnel safety and prevent damage to plant structures, systems, and
components, and to ensure that equipment operability was verified upon completion
of post maintenance testing.

b. Observations and findin s

The inspectors observed portions of the following maintenance activities:

GSU Transformer replacement; observed from October 29 - November 9,
1996.

B-emergency diesel generator output breaker troubleshooting during periodic
test (PT)-12.2; observed on October 28, 1996 (see M2.2 below)

Intermediate range nuclear instrument channel N-35 troubleshooting;
observed on November 9 - 11, 1996. Large amplitude noise signals in the
instrument log amplifier caused frequent bistable trips and resets that caused
a blown control power fuse. The amplifier was replaced after
troubleshooting,

Residual heat removal (RHR) valves MOV-857A, B, 5 C, repairs and
modifications; observed on October 31 - November 11, 1996. Holes were
drilled in the valve discs to alleviate pressure locking concerns.

MOV-3505A valve leak repair and actuator upgrade, and post maintenance
testing; observed November 2- 12, 1996.

D-service water pump motor installation; observed from October 6 - 18,
1996. Defective motor replacement.

c. Conclusions

Overall, the inspectors concluded that the maintenance activities were performed
effectively and were well coordinated with other site organizations. Maintenance
technicians demonstrated good technical abilities and performed their work in
accordance with procedure requirements.

M1.2 Surveillance Observations

a. Ins ection Sco e (61726)

The inspectors observed portions of surveillance tests to verify proper calibration of
test instrumentation, use of approved procedures, performance of work by qualified
personnel, conformance to limiting conditions for operation (LCOs), and correct
post-test system restoration.



b. Observations and Findin s

The inspectors observed portions of the following surveillance tests:

PT-1 Rod control s stem test observed on November 12 1996

This pre-startup surveillance verified the operability of each of the full length control
rod assemblies, the rod drive mechanism, and the microprocessor rod position
indication (MRPI) system by moving each rod control cluster assembly a sufficient.
number of steps to cause a change of position as indicated by the MRPI system.
MRPI indication was also maintained within 12 steps of the indicated position on
their associated group step counter demand position.

No discrepancies were noted during the test.

PT-12.1 A-emer enc diesel enerator test observed on October 17 1996

The monthly surveillance test demonstrated the ability of each emergency diesel
generator (EDG) to produce 2000 Kw output at a 0.9 lagging power factor (PF) as
part of its operability requirements. The test included an operational check of the
local control panel and an inspection for leaks and abnormal noises. A lube oil
sample was also obtained for analysis.

The licensee noted two minor discrepancies during the test. The A-EDG start relay
light did not illuminate and was repaired by cleaning relay and switch contacts. The
fuel oil pump red "ON" light did not illuminate and was replaced.

c. Conclusions

Overall, the inspectors concluded that the observed surveillance activities were well
controlled and coordinated with other site organizations. Testing was performed in
accordance with procedure requirements and technicians demonstrated good
technical understanding of the functional requirements of the equipment being
tested.

M2 Maintenance and Material Condition of Facilities and Equipment

M2.1 Re lacement of The Main Generator Ste U GSU Transformer

a. Ins ection Sco e (62707)

The inspector reviewed the activities associated with the analysis and replacement
of the GSU transformer.

b. Observations and Findin s

During the 1996 refueling outage, a "Hydran" meter was installed on the existing
GSU transformer as a means of detecting combustible gas concentrations in the
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transformer oil. On October 13, an AO reported that combustible gas
concentrations had increased to 100 ppm. Normal readings had been between
20- 40 ppm. On October 17, the indicated concentrations rose above 400 ppm
and had increased by more than 30 ppm in a 24 hour period. This prompted the
station engineering and maintenance departments to invoke the guidance and
recommendations of IEEE Standard C57.104-1991, "Condition 3", which
recommended the following if combustible gas concentrations increased by greater
than 30 ppm per day:

4
0
4
0

exercise extreme caution
perform an oil analysis for combustible gases
plan for an outage
advise the manufacturer

Therefore, as an interim precaution, plant power was reduced from 100% to 80%
while the concentrations were monitored and samples sent for detailed laboratory
analysis.

The analysis of the combustible concentrations indicated localized overheating of
the oil of short duration, and was not an indication of coil winding or insulation
breakdown. The analysis also indicated a total combustible gas concentration of
approximately 2700 ppm. Internal inspection of the GSU revealed no specific cause
for the high gas concentration. The licensee subsequently decided that a
replacement would be necessary, and planned to use a spare transformer that had
been in storage since 1984 at the No. 13A switchyard near the Ginna plant. The
licensee had previously developed engineering work request EWR-3681, "Ginna
Station Generator Step Up Unit Removal and Replacement." A draft preliminary
station modification procedure was also developed for use in implementing plant
modifications that would be needed, since the replacement transformer was a

different design than the original.

During the replacement, the preliminary station modification (SM) was upgraded and
issued as procedure SM 96-106.1, after being approved by the PORC. The SM was
supported by a safety evaluation (SEV-1081) that stipulated a safe load path for
crane operations, and restricted cranes from going near the auxiliary transformers so
that the transformers would not be at risk from a crane failure. The licensee also
imposed enhanced administrative controls requiring that both EDGs remain operable
during crane operations in the plant's switchyard while the plant was in Mode 5.

The inspector also reviewed the GSU and ¹11 transformer isolation tagouts to
evaluate proper system isolation. This installation required minor modifications to
various plant equipment, including the transformer auxiliary power supplies (fans
and oil pumps) and phase ductwork. The fire deluge system was also completely
redesigned to accommodate the physical differences between the old and
replacement transformers.
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C. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the activities to replace the GSU transformer were
well performed and coordinated by the maintenance and engineering departments..
In particular, the safety evaluations conducted had appropriate precautions in place
to address power availability during crane movement. The plant modifications

~ accommodated the necessary changes required to support the operation of the new
transformer. Also, the system tagouts implemented to ensure equipment isolation
were complete and adequate to ensure safe work.

M2.2 B-Emer enc Diesel Generator B-EDG Out ut Breaker Troubleshootin

a0 Ins ection Sco e (62707)

The inspectors observed and reviewed corrective maintenance associated with the
B-EDG output breaker.

b. Observations and Findin s

On October 28, 1996, with the plant in Mode 5, the B-EDG output breaker to
safeguards bus 16 failed to shut in the test position during performance of PT-12.2,
"Emergency Diesel Generator B." A spare breaker was installed the same day, but
the first attempt to close that breaker in the test position also failed. A second
attempt to close the spare breaker was successful. The spare breaker was
subsequently racked in and successfully passed PT-12.2. The licensee then
declared the B-EDG operable based on the results of the periodic test. The A-EDG
was successfully tested on October 28, 1996.

Engineering and maintenance personnel investigated the breaker failures. However,
no cause for either failure was determined prior to declaring the B-EDG operable.
Engineering and maintenance personnel conducted bench testing on the original
breaker in the electrical maintenance shop from October 30 to November 1, 1996.
However, no apparent cause for the failure could be found.

The licensee postponed further troubleshooting on the installed breaker while
movement of large equipment took place in the switchyard to accommodate main
transformer (GSU) replacement. Although the plant was in Mode 5 at the time, a

safety evaluation (SEV-1081) for the GSU replacement had concluded that both
diesels must remain operable while cranes were operating in the vicinity of the two
offsite power transformers (station auxiliary transformers 12A and 12B). These
additional administrative controls were implemented through the station modification
procedure used for the GSU replacement.

Troubleshooting of the installed B-EDG breaker resumed on November 6, and the
licensee discovered that a breaker misalignment within the switchgear panel had
caused damage to several secondary control power contacts. A technical
evaluation (TE-158) was then performed to modify the stationary contact bracket
and to assure proper contactor alignment. The original breaker was then reinstalled
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and successfully closed in the test position during a subsequent performance of
PT-12.2.

C. Conclusions

The inspectors considered that requiring two EDGs operable in Mode 5 during GSU

replacement represented good risk management by the licensee, due to the,
increased risk incurred from crane operations in the proximity of both offsite power
transformers.

However, the inspectors also considered that the failures of two separate breakers
prior to one successful PT, without the root cause being understood, did not
demonstrate good reliability in a highly risk significant component. Although the
plant was in Mode 5, and both diesel generators were not required to be operable
by the ITS, the inspectors were concerned that the 8-EDG was declared operable
even though troubleshooting efforts to solve an unidentified problem with its output
breaker were still ongoing, even after the breaker was technically operable after
successfully passing its PT. The damage subsequently found in the breaker's
contacts appeared to support this conclusion. Therefore, the benefit of requiring
two EDGs to be operable was somewhat negated by the existence of a potentially
unreliable EDG breaker.

M2.3 Maintenance Re air of Service Water SW Outlet Valve AOV-4562 from
Containment Fan Cooler Units CFCUs

80 Ins ection Sco e (62707)

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's resolution of a performance test failure of
valve AOV-4562.

b. Observations and Findin s

On October 29, 1996, AOV-4562 failed PT-2.5.5, "Air/Solenoid Operated Valves
Quarterly Surveillance, Clean Intermediate Building," after it exhibited an opening
stroke time of 12.13 seconds. The maximum stroke time permitted under the
licensee's inservice test (IST) program was 12.0 seconds; however, the design
basis accident analysis assumed that service water flow to the CFCUs would not be
available for 44 seconds. The valve was subsequently declared inoperable and the
licensee pursued corrective actions.

The valve had recently shown an increasing trend in its stroke time, having had
increasing values for opening on the last three PTs performed. The last PT

performed prior to the failure (July 30, 1996) exceeded the licensee's administrative
limit (11.3 seconds) with an opening stroke time of 11.4 seconds. The licensee's
test program did not require corrective maintenance for valve stroke times that
exceed the administrative limit. No corrective maintenance action was taken on the
valve between the time the valve failed its administrative limit to the time it failed
its PT. The licensee instead decided to monitor the valve's performance during the
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next PT, based on data from previous PTs for AOV-4562 where valve stroke time
increased and then subsequently dropped. When corrective maintenance was
performed in response to the PT failure, the valve was disassembled, inspected, and
retested with only a marginal decrease in stroke time to 11.01 seconds. A
subsequent disassembly and inspection of the valve's air actuator revealed that the
actuator spring had compressed approximately 2 inches. After the spring was
replaced, the valve stroke time decreased to 5.37 seconds.

C. Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the corrective maintenance activity performed in
response to the PT failure was adequate in identifying the root cause for the
excessive stroke time. Although no maintenance action was required when the
administrative limit was exceeded, the test failure and subsequent inoperability
could have been prevented after the July 1996 test, when the stroke time first
exceeded the administrative limit.

M2.4 Maintenance of RHR Dischar e to Safet In'ection MOVs 857A 857B and 857C

a0 Ins ection Sco e (62707)

The inspectors reviewed the activities surrounding the modifications and
maintenance performed on valves MOV-857A, B,.and C to address pressure locking
concerns.

b. Observations and Findin s

MOVs-857A, B, and C are required to open when transferring the safety injection
system suction supply from the refueling water storage tank (RWST) to the
containment sump using the RHR system following a small break loss of coolant
accident (LOCA). Prior to opening these valves, the potential exists for the RHR
system to become pressurized and create pressure locking conditions within the
valve bonnets. Pressure locking could potentially render the valves inoperable if the
actuator motors did not provide sufficient torque to overcome the pressure locking
forces that would result from high pressure between the valve discs.

During the GSU transformer replacement outage, the licensee disassembled RHR
valves MOV-857A, B, 5 C to drill holes in the valve disks. This modification was
designed to relieve high pressure that could be trapped in the valves'onnets and
cause pressure locking conditions.

During post-modification static testing on November 7, 1996, damage occurred in
the actuator limit switch and its mechanical linkage for MOV-857A that prevented
both manual and electric operation of the valve. After actuator disassembly, repair,
and reassembly, high motor current was observed during testing. The actuator was
again disassembled and inspected, and the cause of the high current condition was
considered to be associated with the actuator spring pack. After the spring pack
was replaced, the actuator was reassembled and tested. However, the high motor
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current condition persisted. The licensee then disassembled and reinspected all
actuator components with a Motor Operated Valve Analysis and Test System
(MOVATS) representative and found a retainer clip installed in the wrong location ~

on a manual actuation bar. The condition caused the bar to contact a motor drive
gear and created an additional drag on the motor. The clip and bar were reinstalled
correctly and the actuator was retested. The motor current returned-to its normal
level and the actuator test was satisfactorily completed.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that this was a prudent modification in that it addressed
MOV pressure locking concerns. However, the licensee's current experience with
rebuilding, adjusting, and testing MOV components appeared limited, even though
the MOV-857 actuators were a pre-1970 design. This was evident in the damage
and reassembly problems experienced with MOV-857A. This was also evident in
the problems noted on the maintenance of valve MOV-3505A, TDAFW pump steam
supply (see section M2.7). Infrequent limit switch adjustments, and technical
unfamiliarity with the process caused excessive force on MOV 857A's limit switch
and damage to its mechanical linkage.

Micro rocessor Rod Position Indication MRPI Connector Re lacement on The
Reactor Head

Ins ection Sco e (62707)

The inspectors reviewed the maintenance activities associated with pin and socket
replacement for the individual rod position indication system.

Observations and Findin s

The licensee had experienced multiple MRPI and rod control system problems during
recent plant startups that included failed cables and power supplies. These
problems directly contributed to a recently aborted reactor startup after multiple
MRPI/rod control trouble alarms. Repetitive maintenance on individual pins had
beeri an ongoing problem.

The pin/connector failures had been attributed to corrosion resulting from chemical
interactions between the pins and hydrochloric acid (HCI). A fire in containment
during the 1993 refueling outage caused chlorine generation from the combustion of
Herculite, and the resulting smoke deposited chlorine onto many surfaces, including
exposed MRPI connectors.

During the GSU transformer replacement, RGRE decided to gold plate all 580 pins
and connectors to make them more resistant to HCI attack. Spare pins and
connectors obtained from the training facility and stockroom were sent offsite for
re-plating. The work required the reactor shroud/missile shield removed to provide
access, and the installation was completed in approximately one day. The
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inspectors observed the rod control system periodic test (PT-1) on the following
plant startup.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that this was a good maintenance activity in that it
eliminated an unnecessary nuisance to operations personnel. The maintenance was
successfully completed as evidenced by the results of the rod control surveillance
test (PT-1), combined with the absence of rod control system surveillance problems
during the subsequent plant startup on November 11, 1996.

M2.6 Maintenance of Valve MOV-865 B-Accumulator Dischar e to RCS Loo A

a. Ins ection Sco e (62707)

The inspectors reviewed maintenance activities utilized to correct excessive packing
leakage from MOV-865.

b. Observations and Findin s

On November 11, 1996, the licensee backseated valve MOV-865 to eliminate
excessive packing leakage. This action was preceded by several unsuccessful
attempts to stop the leakage by increasing the torque on the valve packing gland to
35-55 foot pounds above its "signature" torque (72 foot pounds), then relaxing the
torque back to its signature value.

Prior to backseating the valve, the licensee performed a 10 CFR 50.59 safety
review. During this review, the licensee noted that UFSAR section 6.3.2.2.7.1
indicated that ECCS valves are specified for "exceptional tightness," and therefore,
those that are normally open are also backseated. However, none of the normally
open ECCS valves at the Ginna Station have been placed on their backseats. The
licensee generated an ACTION Report (96-1073) to determine the need to backseat
other ECCS valves, and to evaluate the possible plant safety and USFAR
ramifications. The licensee intends to re-pack MOV-865 during the next refueling
outage.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the maintenance performed on MOV-865 adequately
resolved the packing leakage. The safety review performed for the maintenance
appropriately identified a possible UFSAR concern that the licensee intended to
further evaluate for resolution. No immediate safety consequences were apparent
since identified RCS leakage has been well within the ITS allowable limit.
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M2.7 Maintenance on Valve MOV-3505A TDAFW Pum Steam Su I

a 0 Ins ection Sco e (62707)

The inspectors. reviewed the corrective maintenance and testing associated with
steam leakage through MOV-3505A.

b. Observations and Findin s

Following the TDAFW pump surveillance test conducted on October 1, 1996, MOV-
3505A had to be manually isolated to prevent the TDAFW pump turbine from
rolling. The licensee subsequently decided to disassemble the valve for inspection
during the GSU transformer replacement outage.

During the inspection, the licensee noted insufficient and unequal contact area
between the valve disc and seating surfaces. After remachining, the valve was
reassembled and stroke tested. The valve still did not go fully shut after the first
stroke test, as the torque switch opened too early, resulting in insufficient thrust to
fully close the valve. The torque switch setting was then set on its maximum
value. However, this also did not generate enough thrust to fully shut the valve.
The actuator spring pack was then replaced and the valve retested, but this attempt
again failed to fully shut the valve. Finally, the valve gear ratio was changed to
increase the output thrust, and the subsequent stroke test successfully shut the
valve.

c, Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the maintenance activity adequately resolved the
steam leakage problem through MOV-3505A, as evidenced by a successful post .
maintenance MOVATS stroke time test. However, the licensee's current experience
with troubleshooting and adjusting MOV components appeared limited, as
evidenced by the number of attempts that were required to fully identify and resolve
the problem.

M2.8 Condenser Steam Dum Valves and Control S stem Maintenance

aO Ins ection Sco e (62707, 37551)

The inspectors reviewed maintenance activities performed to calibrate the steam
dump system during the GSU transformer outage.

b. Observations and Findin s

This work was performed in response to the problems exhibited in maintaining
control of steam dump operation during transient power conditions, such as during
the reactor trip of August 3, 1996 and the reactor startup of September 10, 1996.
(see NRC IRs 50-244/96-07 and 50-244/96-09)
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During the current plant outage, the ItkC department calibrated all the steam dump
controllers and verified their valve overlap functions. All eight booster relays on the
individual steam dump valves were inspected and exhibited some age-related
deterioration. Consequently, the relays were replaced. On November 4, 1996, a

cap screw that held the diaphragm housing on AOV-3349 was discovered to be
loose. A check of all four cap screws for that valve revealed that none were found
to be at their correct torque of 250-300 foot pounds. A subsequent check on the
cap screws for AOV-3350 provided the same result. The licensee then decided to
re-torque all steam dump valve cap screws and to inspect their associated
diaphragms. During this inspection, some cracking was exhibited on several of the
rubber diaphragms, and the licensee replaced the actuator diaphragms on all of the
steam dump valves.

During the plant startup on November 12, 1996, steam dump controller HCV-484
was unable to maintain main steam system pressure in the "steam pressure mode."
The licensee concluded that its setpoint was drifting and could not adequately be
adjusted. This required an additional operator to control the steam dumps manually.
The licensee intended to replace the controller with an upgraded Westinghouse
model (PID 9000). However, the licensee indicated that it may take several months
before a replacement controller could be procured.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that the maintenance efforts to inspect, repair, and
calibrate the steam dump system components adequately addressed system needs.
However, the inability to operate the steam dump system in the steam pressure
mode indicated that the repairs made during the outage did not completely resolve
all of the steam dump control system problems. An additional burden was placed
on operators during the plant startup when a third operator had to man the control
panel to deal with the steam dump controller operator workaround (See sec 02.3).
The inspectors were concerned that the operator workaround could exist for a

prolonged period of time.

M2.9 Installation of D-Service Water D-SW Pum Motor

Ins ection Sco e (62702)

The inspector observed the installation of the D-SW pump replacement motor.

b. Observations and Findin s

On October 6-18, 1996, the inspector observed the installation of the D-SW pump
motor. The replacement motor was refurbished by Schultz electric and was one of
the motors the licensee had previously found to have manufacturing defects (see
NRC IR 50-244/96-07).

The inspector attended a pre-job briefing that was conducted by engineering to
define craft work requirements and to provide coordination between the different
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shops. After the motor was installed, the licensee performed electrical tests that
consisted of megger testing, DC "Hi-pot" testing, phase-to-phase resistance testing,
and DC surge testing. The inspector reviewed the test results against test criteria
required by the manufacturer and against the licensee's station modification
procedure SM-95-073.3. The test results were within acceptable criteria
established by the licensee.

Vibration testing was also performed with the motor coupled to the pump. The
recorded vibration readings were close to the alert limit (0.32 in/sec), and
engineering suspected a motor balance or alignment problem. Schultz Electric

" resolved the problem. The motor/pump assembly was successfully balanced on
October 22, 1996.

The licensee ran the motor for approximately 48 hours before declaring the
pump/motor operable. During this time, the RGSE electrical engineering department
performed motor diagnostics to collect baseline motor data such as voltage, current,
power factor, vars, and volt-amps readings to obtain a power profile for the motor.
Thermography testing was also performed to mark hot spots on the motor. The
licensee intended to monitor hot spots on a quarterly basis to provide trending data.

AII tests of the D-SW motor were completed on October 24, 1996, and final test
data indicated that the motor performed within acceptable limits.

C. Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the testing activity performed was a well coordinated
effort between the results and test shop, the electrical shop, electrical engineering,
and the electrical contractor. The pre-job briefing was thorough in providing a

detailed scope of work and in defining technical boundaries for different testing
procedures and methods. The test results indicated a successful motor installation
and return to service.

III. ~En ineerin

E1 Conduct of Engineering

E1.1 En ineerin Outa e Su ort

ae Ins ection Sco e (37551)

The inspectors reviewed system engineer's involvement in maintenance activities
during the GSU transformer replacement outage.

b. Observations and Findin s

System Engineers identified and took active participation in supporting several pump
and valve modifications and repairs during the transformer replacement outage.
During the outage, System Engineers also participated directly in the maintenance
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activities in order to facilitate a timely resolution of technical problems as they
arose. The scope of the maintenance activities included the following:

C-Standby AFW pump stop check isolation MOV-9704A modification to
remove the stop check function
B-MDAFW pump discharge valve MOV-4008 limit switch reconfiguration
Auxiliary building service water isolation valve MOV-4616 motor upgrade
and actuator gear change to decrease valve stroke time
TDAFW pump steam supply MOV-3505A leak repair and actuator upgrade ~

Condenser steam dump valve repairs
C-condensate pump impeller and expansion joint replacement
B-heater drain pump motor replacement

For three days while the plant was in Mode 3, the system engineers performed
extensive system walkdowns and reviewed the maintenance backlog to assist in
identifying high priority maintenance items for the outage, and to define the scope

" and schedule for maintenance during the transformer replacement outage.

c. Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that system engineering involvement positively
contributed to defining the scope of the outage work and to the timely and
successful completion of the modifications and repairs within the confines of the
outage schedule.

E2 Engineering Support of Facilities and Equipment

E2.1 Pressurizer Power-0 crated Relief Valves PORVs and PORV Block Valves
Susce tible To a Sin le Failure Mechanism

a. Ins ection Sco e (37551)

The inspectors reviewed an engineering analysis of PORV and PORV block valve
operability associated with a potential single failure mechanism.

b. Observations and Findin s

During a recent review of the Ginna probablistic safety assessment and the design
basis analysis for a steam generator tube rupture (SGTR), the licensee determined
that a failure of one DC bus could render both pressurizer PORVs inoperable if one
PORV block valve was initially closed (e.g., to contain minor PORV leakage). This
determination considered an STGR event coincident with a loss of offsite power,
and one PORV block valve already shut. In such an event, loss of the DC power
train (single failure) associated with the shut block valve would render the PORV on
the opposite train inoperable, because it had the same DC power supply. This
single failure could cause the loss of the RCS vent path safety function, since no
operable pressure relief path would be available. The, licensee reported this situation
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to the NRC under 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(iii)(D) on November 5, 1996. The licensee
also intended to generate an LER that will address 10 CFR 21 requirements.

RGtkE's engineering group proposed a modification that would reconfigure the DC
power supplies so that the same train PORV and PORV block valve would be
powered from the same train of DC power. This would prevent a failure of one DC
power train from rendering both trains of primary pressure relief capability
inoperable. The inspectors considered that the safety analysis, performed in
support of the modification, lacked sufficient information or justification to confirm
that the modification would not invalidate any existing accident assumption, or
place the plant in an unanalyzed condition under currently analyzed accident
scenarios.

The licensee subsequently contacted the NSSS vendor (Westinghouse) to determine
the reason for the original power supply configuration and to inform Westinghouse
of their proposed modification to eliminate the single failure susceptibility.
Westinghouse concurred with the proposed modification and indicated that it would
not invalidate any current design or accident analysis assumptions. RGSE
engineering subsequently provided a more thorough safety evaluation and basis for
the PORV and block valve power supply modification.

The licensee further indicated that the PORV power supply configuration could be a
potential generic problem at similar pressurized water reactor (PWR) facilities. The
inspectors confirmed that a potential generic issue existed after contacting one
other 2-Loop PWR facility that had the same PORV power supply configuration.

c. Conclusions

Engineering's discovery that PORV and block valve power supply alignment could
result in no operable PORVs during a steam generator tube rupture was an
excellent, safety significant finding. However, the initial safety analysis lacked
confirmation of valid design basis accident assumptions. The subsequent analysis
provided a thorough basis for a modification to the PORV and block valve power
supplies. Additionally, Westinghouse determined that this issue could be a potential
generic problem at similar pressurized water reactor (PWR) facilities.

E2.2 Flow Indicators Readin At Full Indicated Ran e

a. Ins ection Sco e (37551)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's actions in response to three installed flow
meters indicating at their maximum settings and unsupported instrument tubing in
the auxiliary building.
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Observations and Findin s

During an inspection tour of the auxiliary building on October 28, 1996, the
inspectors observed the following installed flow meters indicating at or beyond their
maximum gage indications:

~ FI-686, B-Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Pump flow
~ FIC-609 5 613, Component Cooling Water (CCW) flow from Reactor

Coolant Pumps (RCPs)

Additionally, the associated tubing from the B-SFP pump to Fl-686 was unsupported
and vibrating. The system engineer for the SFP indicated that work orders for the
flow meter and the unsupported tubing were in the maintenance work order system.
He also indicated that he discovered that the maintenance ID tag for the overranged
flow meter was missing and had apparently been lost. The system engineer
subsequently generated a replacement ID tag. The original ID tag (¹0015443) had
been originated in November, 1986. The maintenance department also wrote a
Technical Services Request (TSR) for the unsupported piping for engineering to
evaluate an ultimate repair.

CCW gages Fl-609 5 613 had been replaced during the 1996 refueling outage and
had no identification labels installed. After the inspectors informed the licensee of
this condition, a label request to have the indicators properly identified was
submitted. The gages used to adjust CCW flow to RCPs are inside containment,
but FIC-609 5 613 control the alarm function for low CCW flow to the RCPs. The
system engineer for CCW indicated that an evaluation would be performed to
determine the proper flow indication requirements for FIC-609 5 613.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded the licensee took appropriate initial corrective actions to
address the labeling deficiencies. However, the inspectors were concerned that the
installed gages to measure system flow rates in the SFP and CCW systems did not
provide actual indication of system flow. The inspectors were also concerned with
the amount of time this condition has existed.

Radiological Protection and Chemistry (RP&C) Controls

S ent Resin Transfer from the Auxiliar Buildin to a Shielded Shi in Container

Ins ection Sco e 71750

The inspector observed the licensee's operations to transfer spent resin from the
Auxiliary Building holding tanks to a shielded shipping container.
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Observations and Findin s

On October 15, 1996, the inspector attended a pre-job briefing conducted by a

senior radiation protection (RP) technician on resin transfer from the Auxiliary
Building resin holding tanks into a shipping container. The inspector evaluated
radiological controls,-contamination boundary controls, equipment configuration,
and radiation surveys during the transfer operations. Approximately 200 cubic feet
of resin was transferred into a shipping container that the licensee intended to ship
to a radioactive repository at a later time. The entire procedure took approximately
3 hours to perform. The collective dose to the technicians was about 6 person-
mrems.

Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the resin transfer was well performed. The RP

technicians adhered to established RP practices, procedures, and the ALARApolicy.
The surveys performed by the RP technician were thorough and appropriately
performed during the course of the transfer operations.

Inade uate Contamination Boundar Controls

Ins ection Sco e (71750)

The inspector reviewed the licensee's followup actions in response to poor
contamination boundary controls in the auxiliary building.

Observations and Findin s

During an inspection walkdown of the auxiliary building on October 28, 1996, the
inspectors observed the work area around the ongoing seismic upgrade
modifications to the refueling water storage tank (RWST) that were partially
conducted inside a roped-off contamination boundary. The inspector noted that
several equipment service lines and power cords were not secured within the
contamination area to prevent them from potentially carrying loose contamination
outside the area. Significant amounts of tape, grinding dust, and miscellaneous
debris generated from welding and grinding work on the RWST had fallen to the
floor and were allowed to collect outside the boundary line. Also, the step-off pad
for exiting the contamination area was not securely attached to the floor, and
several buckets that were used to collect contaminated fluids were not labeled
properly. The shift technical advisor (STA) had toured the RWST work area

approximately one week prior to the inspectors and had observed the same
conditions. He documented his observations per procedure A-54.6, "Radiation
Protection Tour," but no corrective actions had been taken by the licensee prior to
the inspectors identifying the same conditions.

The inspector also noted additional contamination boundary control concerns around
the ongoing maintenance work on MOV-857A, where loose bags and papers within
the boundary area were allowed to collect on the floor and extend across the
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boundary. Other power cords and MOVATS test leads were not secured to the
floor to prevent them from carrying contamination out of the area.

The inspectors notified the licensee who immediately cleaned up the debris in and
outside of the boundary and secured the service lines to the floor to prevent them
from being moved outside the area. Radiological surveys were taken and no spread
of contamination was detected. However, the licensee agreed that management
expectations for proper contamination boundary controls had not been met.

Site personnel working in these areas were subsequently counselled. Additionally,
the RP&C manager initiated two ACTION Reports to address these deficiencies.

Conclusions

The inspectors concluded that inadequate contamination boundary conditions
existed and that maintenance workers did not address proper attention in
maintaining radiological controls to minimize the potential for the spread of
contamination. Additionally, these conditions were allowed to persist even after
operations personnel identified and reported them. However, the licensee initiated
prompt action to correct the deficiencies once the inspectors brought them to their
attention.

Conduct of EP Activities

Annual Plume Ex osure Exercise

Ins ection Sco e (71750)

The inspectors reviewed RG&E's annual plume exposure exercise scenario and
observed the participants response to the exercise activities.

Observations and Findin s

The licensee conducted the annual plume exposure exercise on October 16, 1996.
The inspector observed the initiation of events at the plant simulator and operator
response to the progression of plant events that eventually led to a simulated
release. Operators responded promptly and effectively in detecting and diagnosing
abnormal plant conditions. Communications among the simulator operators were
concise, and demonstrated clear command and control from the operations
supervisor. Simulator operators properly utilized and executed the correct alarm
response procedures and effectively entered emergency operating procedures
(EOPs) as necessary. The shift technical advisor was actively involved in the
exercise scenario and supported the operating crew in deciphering conflicting
information inserted into the drill. All initial notifications to the NRC, NY State, and
local government response agencies were accurate and timely.

The inspector noted errors and inconsistencies in documents used in the exercise,
but they did not significantly effect the participant's ability to perform their duties.
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The inspector also noted that the simulator control panels did not closely represent
the Ginna main control room panels with respect to existing operator aids,
temporary modifications, and equipment tagouts that remain in place for extended
time periods. None of the existing main control room differences had a direct effect
on the plume exposure exercise; however, the licensee agreed that some long term
temporary conditions in the main control room should be represented on the
simulator during EP exercises. The licensee also agreed to evaluate how closely the
simulator should model temporary conditions existing on the main control board for
routine simulator training.

The inspector also observed activities in the Technical Support Center (TSC) as the
exercise expanded to a site area emergency. The transition of command and
control responsibilities to the TSC were well controlled and orderly. The information
flow between the simulator and the TSC appeared to be accurate and adequate for
TSC managers and supervisors to execute their responsibilities. Radiological
Protection personnel in the TSC maintained good communications with field survey
teams, and accurately tracked the motion and exposure levels of the simulated
plume.

Engineering and operations support personnel effectively used the technical
information available in the TSC to diagnose plant conditions and advise the
simulator crew on managing plant systems. However, the inspector noted an
inconsistency in the reactor vessel level indication system (RVLIS) display provided
to the TSC from the simulator during the exercise. With no main coolant pumps
operating on the simulator, and no loss of reactor coolant, the two RVLIS channels
indicated 105/o and 110'/o on the safety parameter display system (SPDS) in the
TSC. Both main coolant pumps were shut off during the plume exercise, but the
RVLIS indication did not play a key role in diagnosing plant conditions since there
was no simulated loss of reactor coolant. However, the actual main control room
RVLIS indicators both typically read approximately 100% with the plant shut down,
no main coolant pumps running, and no decrease in reactor vessel level.

The inspector was concerned that a high indicated error on the RVLIS instrument
could lead to an incorrect estimate of reactor vessel water level and core uncovery
time. During EP exercises, and could cause operators to make other errors. The
licensee was not able to explain the difference between the RVLIS indication from
the simulator versus the actual plant instrument. However, the licensee assigned
the ISC/Electrical system engineering department to investigate the differences and
to evaluate the potential impact on future EP exercises and other operator training.

Conclusions

The inspector concluded that the exercise scenario was realistic since it included
some events that have actually occurred at the Ginna Station. The exercise
challenged all parts of the emergency response organization, and afforded site
survey teams an opportunity to exercise improved techniques for surveying,
plotting, and forecasting a plume track. Good interaction was exhibited with local
government agencies. Although the discrepancies between the simulator and the
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main control room panels, (temporary tags and RVLIS indication) did not play a

direct role in this exercise, the licensee appropriately initiated actions to evaluate
these differences and to determine the proper degree of simulator modeling for EP:

exercises and other operator training.

P3 EP Procedures and Documentation

P3.1 Review of Periodic Revisions to Emer enc Pre aredness Im lementation
Procedures EPIPs

a. Ins ection Sco e (82701)

A regional emergency preparedness specialist performed an in-office review of
periodic revisions to the EPIPs.

b. Observations and Findin s

A list of the specific revisions examined during an in-office review of licensee
procedure changes are included in Attachment 1 to this inspection report.

c. Conclusions

Based on the licensee's determination that the changes did not decrease the overall
effectiveness of the emergency plan and after NRC in-office review of the changes,
the inspector determined that, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.54(q), no NRC

approval of the changes was required. Implementation of these changes will be

subject to inspection in the future to confirm that the changes have not decreased
the overall effectiveness of the emergency plan.

P8 Miscellaneous EP Issues

P8.1 Tem orar Instruction Tl 2515 134 Onshift Dose Assessments

a. Ins ection Sco e (Tl-2515/134)

A regional emergency preparedness specialist performed an in-office review of
licensee on-shift dose assessment capabilities.

b. Observations and Findin s

During the week of September 30, 1996, a region-based EP specialist conducted an

in-office telephone interview with the licensee in order to carry out the NRC's

Temporary Instruction (Tl) 2515/134, "Licensee On-Shift Dose Assessment
Capabilities". The goal of the Tl is to gather information on the licensee's
capabilities to perform on-shift dose assessment. The inspector determined that the
licensee does have on-shift dose assessment capability supported by appropriate
procedural guidance.
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c. Conclusions

Although the licensee's emergency plan did not contain a specific commitment to
having on-shift dose assessment capability, the inspector concluded that the
licensee does meet NRC requirements to be able to perform dose assessment at all

times. The inspector forwarded the results of the evaluation to NRC Headquarters.

V. Mana ement Meetin s

X1 Exit Meeting Summary

At periodic intervals, and at the conclusion of the inspection, meetings were
held with senior station managers to discuss the scope and findings of the
inspection. An exit meeting for this report period was held at the Ginna Station on
November 26, 1996.

X2 Pre-Decisional Enforcement Conference Summary

X2.1 Enforcement Conference

On November 13, 1996, an enforcement conference was held with the licensee in

the NRC Region I Office in King of Prussia, PA, to review the circumstances
associated with regulatory concerns with RG&E's generic letter 89-10 MOV
program, as reported in inspection report 50-244/96-08. The presentation slides
employed by the licensee during that conference are included with this report
(50-244/96-11) as Attachment 3.

X3 Management Meeting Summary

X3.1 Re ional Administrator Visit

On October 28 and 29, 1996, Hubert J. Miller, NRC Region 1 Regional
Administrator, conducted a tour of Ginna Station. He was accompanied by A.
Randolph Blough, Deputy Director, Division of Reactor Safety, and Lawrence T.
Doerflein, Chief, Reactor Projects Branch 1, The individuals observed systems and
equipment at the Ginna facility and met with RG&E management and staff.

X3.2 SALP Mana ement Meetin

On October 29, 1996, a management meeting between RG&E and the NRC was
held at the Ginna Station Brookwood Training Center to discuss the Systematic
Assessment of Licensee Performance (SALP) for the period March 12, 1995
through August 24, 1996. The meeting was open for attendance by the general
public.
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Attachment 1

Review of The NERP and EPIPs

Procedure No. Procedure Title Revision s

EPIP 1-0
EPIP 1-5
EPIP 1-8
EPIP 1-10
EPIP 1-11
EPIP 1-12

EPIP 2-11
EPIP 2-14
EPIP 2-18
EPIP 3-6
EPIP 3-7
EPIP 5-1

EPIP 5-2

EPIP 5-7
EPIP 5-10

Nuclear Emergency Response Plan
Ginna Station Event Evaluation and Classification
Notifications
Search and Rescue
Operational Support Center (OSC) Activation
Survey Center Activation
Repair and Corrective Action Guidelines During
Emergency Situations
Onsite Surveys
Post Plume Environmental Sampling
Control Room Dose Assessment
Corporate Notifications
Security During Emergencies
Offsite Emergency Response Facilities and Equipment
Periodic Inventory Checks and Tests
Onsite Emergency Response Facilities and
Equipment Periodic Inventory Checks and Testing
Emergency Organization
Emergency Response Data System (ERDS)

16
23
28
2
6
12

3
7
6
9
25, 26
6

10

15
15
4



Attachment 2

List of Acronyms

~Acron m Definition

AFW
ALARA
AO
AOV
CCW
CFCU
CFR
CRF
CV
DC
DNB
ECCS
EDG
EP
EPIP
ERDS
ESF
Fl
FIC
GSU
HCV
HPES
IEEE
IP
IR
ITS
LER
LCO
MCC
MDAFW
MOV
MOVATS
MRPI
NERP
NFPA
NSS.L
PORC
PORV
PT
PWR
RCS
RGRE
RP
RWST

Auxiliary Feedwater
As Low As Reasonably Achievable
Auxiliary Operator
Air Operated Valve
Component Cooling Water
Containment Fan Cooler Unit
Code of Federal Regulations
Control Room Foreman
Control Valve
Direct Current
Departure From Nucleate Boiling
Emergency Core Cooling System
Emergency Diesel Generator
Emergency Preparedness
Emergency Preparedness Implementation Procedure
Emergency Response Data System
Engineered Safety Feature
Flow Indicator
Flow Indicator Controller
Generator Step-up
Hydraulic Control Valve
Human Performance Evaluation System
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Inspection Procedure
Inspection Report
Improved Technical Specifications
Licensee Event Report
Limiting Condition for Operation
Motor Control Center
Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater
Motor-Operated Valve
MOV Analysis and Test System
Microprocessor Rod Position Indication
Nuclear Emergency Response Plan
New Fuel Preparation Area
Nuclear Safety 5 Licensing
Plant Operations Review Committee
Power-Operated Relief Valve
Periodic Test
Pressurized Water Reactor
Reactor Coolant System
Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation
Radiological Protection
Refueling Water Storage Tank



SALP
SEV
SFPC
SI
STA
SW
TE
Tl
TSC
TSR
TDAFW
UFSAR

Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance
Safety Evaluation
Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
Safety Injection
Shift Technical Advisor
Service Water
Technical Evaluation
Temporary Instruction
Technical Support Center
Technical Services Request
Turbine-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater
Updated Final Safety Analysis Report

List of Persons Contacted

Name Title

M. Flaherty
B. Flynn
C. Forkell
G. Graus
A. Harhay
H. VanHoute
J. Hotchkiss
G. Joss
R. Marchionda
P. Polfleit
R. Ploof
W. Rapin
J. Smith
J. Widay
T, White
G. Wrobel

Licensing Engineer
Primary Systems Engineering Manager
Electrical Systems Engineering Manager
I&C/Electrical Maintenance Manager
Chemistry & Radiological Protection Manager
Systems Engineer
Mechanical Maintenance Manager
Results and Test Supervisor
Production Superintendent
Emergency Preparedness Manager
Secondary Systems Engineering Manager
Systems Engineer
Maintenance Superintendent
Plant Manager
Operations Manager
Nuclear Safety & Licensing Manager
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Attachment 3

RG&E Presentation Slides
MOV Enforcement Conference

November 13, 1996



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Agenda

November 13, 1996

~ Opening Remarks - R. Mecredy

~ Apparent Violations - R. Mecredy

~ MOV Program History 8 Timeline - T. Marlow

~ Understanding of the Facts - T. Marlow

~ Immediate Corrective Actions - Kalsi/Flynn

~ Root Cause/Long Term Corrective Actions -T. Marlow

~ Significance of the Issue(s) - G. Wrobel

~ Concluding Remarks - R. Mecredy
11/13/96

1



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Apparent Violations

~ Past Operability - Core Deluge Valves

~ Design Control

11/13/96
2



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

MQVProge'e~ Hi@to~ 4 7imeline

~ Program 8 Procedures

~ Updated Testing Equipment

~ Focus on Material Condition

~ Large Population Dynamic Tests

~ Reliability

~ Research & Industry Experience

11/13/96
3



MOVEXFORCEMEXT CONFERENCE

MOVProgram History 4 Timeline

RG&E

8/92 - Altran Calculation determines Core Deluge valves require 38,800 lbs. (PLTB)

3/93 - Actuator Capability ("Partial stall") test completed for Core Deluge valve to address PLTB

4/93 - NRC guidance issued - realistic valve factors 0.4 - 0.6

3/94 - GL 89-10 Sup. 6 - dynamic test results applied to grouped MOV's not tested

4/94 - IR 94-03 RGB MOVProgram weH managed and executed

6/94 - EPRI MOVPerformance Prediction Program released

3/95 - QA performed GL 89-10 close-out review

7/95 - RGkE submitted GL 89-10 and IR 95-06 IFI's close-out letter

8/95 - NRC issues GL 95-07 PLTB

2/96 - ComEd pressure locking methodology/WOG PRESLOK

2/96 - RG8rE response to GL 95-07

4/96 - ACTIONReports generated on Core Deluge valves

6/96 - NRC Request for Additional Information GL 95-07

7/96 - NRC Inspection Manual revised on GL 89-10 close-out

7/96 - NRC Inspection to closeout GL 89-10 & identifies Core Deluge valve issues

8/96 - RGB shuts down plant

9/96 - RGB responds to RAI GL 95-07

10/96 - NRC Inspection identifies two apparent violations 11/13/96
4



MOVEXFORCEMEXT COXFEREXCE

Understevabng of the Facts

~ Core Deluge Valve Design Control

~ Past Operability - Core Deluge Valves

e Current Operability of MOVs

11/13/96
5.



Understanding of the Facts

Core Deluge Valve Design Control
~ In-Situ Actuator Capability Testing in 1993

o Static Testing Core Deluge Valves 4/96

v Required Thrust Exceeds Available Thrust
at Reduced Voltage

~ Technical Basis for Interim Use until 1997

v Justification uses 1993 In-Situ test Data

v Valve Factor 0.3 used (Limitorque Manual)

11/13/96



MOVEXFORCEMEXT COXFEREXCE
Understanding of the Facts

Core Deluge Valve Design Control

~ ACTION Report Prepared by - Program Engineer

~ ACTION Report Reviewed by - Lead Engineer

~ 10GFR 50.59 Preparer - System Engineer

~ 10GFR50.59 Reviewer - System Engineer

e PORC Reviewed

o NRC Questions 8 RG8E Initiates Plant Shutdown

11/13/96
7





MOVEXFORCEMEXT COXFEREJ", CE

UnderstandIng of the Facts

Core Deluge Valve Design Control

o Plant Shutdown

~ Modified Valve Actuators

~ Increased Margin

' 13/96
8



MOVEXFORCEMEXT CONFERENCE
Understanding of the Facts

Past Operability - Core Deluge Valves
~ Lower DP on Reactor Side Disc under PL
~ Actual Stem Factor Based on Strain Gaged Stems

(3 tests min)
~ Actual Motor Capability (Dynamometer tests)
~ Actual Gear Efficiency (NRC/INEL tests)

~ Realistic but Conservative (Not Bounding) Disc/Seat
Friction Coefficient based on EPRI data

v'ore Deluge Valve History
v'PRI Preconditioning Tests

11/13/96
9



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediate Corrective Actions

Current Qperability ofMOVs

~ Operability Evaluation

~ Core Deluge Valve Modifications

~ Additional Modifications

~ Interim Design Control

11/13/96
10



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediate Corrective Actions

Operability Evaluation

Previous RG&E Progra

~ GL 89-10 4 95-07 Scope

e System Criteria

e Testing Program

e GL 89-10 Calculations
v'imitorque Vf
v'rifice Diameters

~ Altran PL/TB Calcs
~ No ButterQy Calcs

Conclusion: Operable

Altran/Kalsi Review

o Scope Correct

e Criteria Acceptable

e Testing Practices Acceptable

o Independent GL 89-10 Calcs
a EPRI Friction Coefficients
v'ean Seat Diameters
v'low Velocity

~ Commd PL/TB Methodology
e Butterfly Analysis Performed

Conclusion: Operable
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MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediate Corrective Actions

Actuator Capability In-Situ Testing

~ Inertia
v Inertia not a Significant Factor
v Thrust Measured at CST
v'ome Tests Went to Stall Conditions
~ Margin Available before Stall

o Test Direction Appllicable

11/13/96
12



MOVEXFORCEMEXT COXFEZZXCE
Immediate Corrective Actions

Core Deluge Valve Modifications

~ Replaced Motor

~ Changed Gear Ratio

~ Replaced Cabling

~ DrillWedge during 1999 Core
Qffload

~ Revise Control Scheme

Current Operability Based on Bounding
Valve Factors ck ColnEd PLTB

11/13/96
13





MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediate Corrective Actions

Additional Modifications

~ Current Outage Actions

v MOV 857A,B, 4 C

v'OV 4616

e MOV 3505A.

v'OV 9704A

v'OV 4008

11/13/96
14





Immediate Corrective Actions

Interim l3esign Control

e KalsilAltran Reviews

~ Management Review of Calculations

11/13/96
15





Internal
1 r

'PKS: CATS: QA

External r 1

Technical: Peer

Reviews 4 Assessments

Findings

Root Causes

RG&E Long Term Corrective A.ctions 11/13/96
16



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediate Corrective Actions

RGRE Initiatedj Self-Assessment

~ Internal
v'uman Performance Enhancement System
v'RC Commitment Review (CATS)
e Quality Assurance Review

~ External
v'echnical Consultants
v'eer Review

11/13/96
17



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE
Immediate Corrective Actions

Internal HPES

~ Multi-discipline Evaluation Team

~ MOV Program Key Event History

v'ndustry Documents

z RGRE Implementing Documents

v.'OV Program Personnel

11/13/96
18





MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediate Corrective Actions

Intelal HPES Results

~ Barrier Analysis
v'nadequate Establishment of Team Based Program

v'nadequate Feedback of Test Data

~ Change Anallysis
e Program Personnel Changes

v'idn't Use Research R Industry Experience

11/13/96
19



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediate Corrective Actions

NRC Commitment Review (In Progress)

~ Review
e73 NRC 8 RGBE Documents
v'54 Commitments

~ Categorize Commitments
v Administrative
v Technical

~ Validate Commitment Closure
v'ltran
v Kalsi
v'OSH Associates
v RG8E Engineering 11/13/96

20



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediate Co//Ifective Actions

Internal CATS Review Results

(In Progress)

~ IR 95-06 Inspector Follow-up Items Extracted
as I Commitment vs 28

~ Commitment Closure Review - No Significant
Deficiencies Yet Identified

11/13/96
21



MOVEXFORCEMEXT CONFERENCE

Immediate Corrective Actions

Quality A.ssurance Review

~ Review QA oversight of MOV Program

~ Assess line management response to QA
surveillances

~ Assess QA use of Technical Specialists

~ Determine whether QA should audit programs

11/13I96
22



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediarte Corrective Actions

Quality Assurance Review Results

~ No MOV Program Audit Performed

o Surveillances Lacked Scope & Depth

e Didn't Use Technical Specialists

11I13/96
23
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MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediate Corrective Actions

Technical Consultant Review

~ Current Program Element Evaluation

o Program Management Evaluation

11/13/96
24



MOVEXFORCEAIEXTCOXFEgEXCE

Immediate Corrective Actions

Technical Consultant Review
of Program Elements

GL 9-10 Screening & Selection

System Analysis (Flow &DP)

PL/TB Susceptibility

Seismic/Weak Link

Degraded Voltage

DC Stroke Time

~ Sizing & TS Setting
Calculations

e Actual TS Setting

~ In-plant Testing

~ Periodic Maintenance

~ Trending

~ Periodic Verification
11/13/96
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MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediate Corrective Actions

Technical Consultant Review Results

~ AllElements Appeared to be Addressed

~ Technical Guidance Generally Acceptable
e Depth of Guidance
v Some Outdated Information

e Elements Tended to be Stand-Alone
v Not well Integrated
v Potentially Conflicting Information

~ Need to Develop "Program" Approach

11/13/96
26



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediate Corrective Actions

Technical Consultant Program
Management Review

o How the Elements Related

~ How the Elements were Controlled

e How Information was Handled

~ What were the Results

11/13/96
27



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

/mmedi/atte Car/ective Actio~s

Technical Consultant Program
Management Results

o Elements were Disjointed, Hard to Follow

~ Lack of Strong Central Control R Oversight

~ Feedback Not WeH Integrated

~ Resulted in Less than Optimal Program

11/13/96
28



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediate Corrective Actions

Peer Review

~ Comparison of Ginna's to Benchmark Plant

v'rocedures

v'rocesses

v Resources

11/13/96
29
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MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Immediate Cort ective Actions

Peer Review Results

~ Feedback Process
v'ack of Formal Documentation

v'ield Test Data Weakness

Tra I rI In 9

v'nadequate Cross Training
- Engineers
- Field Technicians 11/13/96
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MOVEXFORCEMEXT COXFEREXCE

Root Causes/Long 7erm Corrective Actions

e Lack of Management Oversight

~ Lack of Systematic Approach

~ Program Quality

II/13/96
31



Root Causes/Long 7erm Corrective Actions

Lack of Management Oversight

~ Resources

~ Use of QA

I Training

I Closure Review

~ Program Knowledge

11/13/96
32



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Root Causes/Long Term Corrective Actions

RG&E

Management Oversight Corrective Actions
o Individual

v'mphasize Importance of Design Margins
e Counsel in Modification vs Analysis

e Independent Verifiers
v'raining
e System Engineer Involvement
v'ey Individual Full Scope Training

~ Supervisors
v'orkload Management
v'echnical Knowledge
e Training
e Provide Enhanced Tools

~ Quality Assurance
e Perform Comprehensive MOV Program Audit
v'erform Other Program Audits

o Management
z Define Program Expectations 11/13/96
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MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Root Causes/Long 7erm Corrective Actions

Lack of Systematic Approach

v'n-house Testn1g

w Industry Data

v'esearch Efforts

~ Justification of Design Inputs

~ CATS
11/13/96
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MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Root CauseslLong Te~m Col//ective Actions

Lack of Systematic Approach Corrective Actions

~ Develop Integrated Database (Smart Book)

~ Resumption of Industry Forum Participation

~ Broaden Participation in Industry Forums

o Modify CATS Procedure

11/13/96
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MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Roof Causes/Long Term Corrective Acfions

Program Quality

o Program Administration

~ Documentation

~ Trending

o Tools
11/13/96
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MOVEXFORCEMEXT COXFEREXCE

Root Causes/Long Term Corrective Actions

Program Quality Corrective A.ctions

~ Develop Program Manual

o Program Ownership

11/13/96
37



MOVENI'ORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Significance of the Issue s

o Actual Consequences

~ Potential Consequences

~ Regulatory Significance

11/13/96
3S





Signiffcavce of the Issue s

Enforcement Discretion

~ History

~ Cited Viollations

o Escalateel Enforcement

o Civil Penalties

11/13/96
39



MOVENFORCEMENT CONFERENCE

Corrective Actions Aggressive 8r

Comprehensive
e Short Term Corrective Actions

v Extensive Root Cause Analysis

v Analysis 8 Assessment Demonstrated Operability

v Valve Upgrades to Increase Margin

~ Long Term Corrective Actions

v Develop 8 implement World Class Program

v Review Other Programs as Appropriate
11/13/96
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ROCHESTER GAS AND ELECTRIC CORPORA770N

~ ~ ~ ~

5 ~ ».~ ~

8tat)

~ 89 EAST AYENUE, ROCHESTER IV.Y. 54649-0007

Mr. Zamie Sims
Project Manager
XTX MOUATS
2825 Cobb Xnternational Blvd.
Kennesav, GA 30144-4352

October 4, 1996 '"'"" '"'4~ >7oo

7C-$4& 2,7og

SUBJECT: Valve Testing for 852A/B

Dear Mr. Sims:

Per our discussions regarding potential valve testing for our
852A(B valves, the following is a summary of the current assessment
of past, operability criteria for the subject valves:

5

Available Thrust 852A:
Required Thrust 852A:

Available Thrust 852B:
Required Thrust 8528:

The basis fox the above

852A:

25 I767 lb
38, 416 lb
24,717
37,574 lb
values is as follows:

~ ~

Measured Motox Torque:
Unit Ratio:
Pull out Efficiency:

'pplicationFactor:
stem Factor:
Disc/Seat Coefficient of Friction:
Measured Upseating Thrust:
Minimum Reduced Voltage:
(others shown in Att,. A)
Temp. Effects Reduction:

8528:

71.9 ftolbs
27.20:1
0.4 .

1 0
0 ~ 018
0 621
17,023. 1hs

774'easured

Motor Torque:
Unit Ratio:
Pull out Efficiency:
Application Factor:
Stem Factor:
Disc(Seat Coefficient of Friction:
Measuxed Unseating Thrust:
Minimum Reduced Voltage:
(others shown in Att. A)
Temp. Effects Reduction:

72.8 ftlbs
27 20:1
0.4
1.0
0. 019
0 621
16,179 lbs
788

08
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Figure 1
Past Operability forRG&E 852A
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Figure 2
Past Operability forR&kZ852

Sensitivity Analysis ts
Mean seat diam. = 5 15/32 inch

(Pbonnet = 2/SO psig> Phigh~ psig> Plopp&Ipsig)
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a
Table 5.1.1-2

Friction Coefficient Values for Stellite 6 on Stellite 6
Flat-on-Flat in Water

Temperature

65'F and
below

206'F

310'F

400'P

550'F

650'F

5 ksi and
below

m 0.61

m 0.55
n 0.35

m 0.52
n 0.37

m 0.50
n 0.33

m 0.47
n 0.28

m 0.40
n 0.21

10 ksi

m 0.61
n .3

m 0.55
n 0.35

m 0.47.
n 0.32

m 0.47
n 0.30

m 0.47
n 0.28

m 0.40
n 0.21

25 ksi

m 0.53
n 0.45

m 0.46
n 0.30

m 0.40
n 0.26

m 0.40
n 0.24

m 0.40
n 0.22

m 0.40
n 0.20

50 ksi

m 0.40
n 0.35

m 0.40
n 0.22

m 0.40
n 0.26

m 0.40
n 0.21

m 0.40
n 0.22

m 0.40
n 0.22

5.1.13 Outputs:

1. Friction coefficient, either nominal or maximum as specified.

5.1.1.4 .. Limitations:

1. Por a Qat contact with a calculated average stress higher than 50 ksi, a
warning shall be issued that the average stress is in excess of the value for
which data are available. The warning shall indicate the calculated
average stress and the stress limit of 50 ksi. The calculation, however,
'shall continue using the friction coefficient for 50 ksi.
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